Verification of Employment

Request for Verification of Employment

- Technician
  - Current
    - Logon to MyBiz, go to key services, and click Request for Employment Verification. If not for you, call 808-672-1234.
  - Former
    - Contact HRO 808-672-1234 if recently separated technician, we may have your records.

- AGR
  - HIANG
  - HIARNG

- Retired/Separate
  - HIANG
  - HIARNG

-HIANG
- HIARNG

- National Archives
  - Emergency request available to get documents for verification of employment for loan applicants, funerals, surgery, and natural disasters.
  - Same day service: 314-801-0800, but may have to wait a while on hold.
  - Online request for employment verification or documents usually get a response in about 10 days, but they only send documents via fax or postal mail.

If you do not know who to call, please call HRO 808-672-1234.
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